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Adipose-Derived Tissue in the Treatment of Dermal Fibrosis
Antifibrotic Effects of Adipose-Derived Stem Cells
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Abstract: Treatment of hypertrophic scars and other fibrotic skin conditions with
autologous fat injections shows promising clinical results; however, the underlying mechanisms of its antifibrotic action have not been comprehensively studied.
Adipose-derived stem cells, or stromal cell–derived factors, inherent components
of the transplanted fat tissue, seem to be responsible for its therapeutic effects on
difficult scars. The mechanisms by which this therapeutic effect takes place are
diverse and are mostly mediated by paracrine signaling, which switches on various antifibrotic molecular pathways, modulates the activity of the central
profibrotic transforming growth factor β/Smad pathway, and normalizes functioning of fibroblasts and keratinocytes in the recipient site. Direct cell-to-cell
communications and differentiation of cell types may also play a positive role
in scar treatment, even though they have not been extensively studied in this context. A more thorough understanding of the fat tissue antifibrotic mechanisms of
action will turn this treatment from an anecdotal remedy to a more controlled,
timely administered technology.
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ince the wide clinical introduction of fat grafting in the 1990s,1,2 applications of this primarily aesthetic surgical tool have become
numerous and today extend into the reconstructive field. One of the
first exciting reports that fat can be used not only as a masking agent,
but also as a truly curative tool, was presented by Rigotti et al,3 who
investigated the applicability of fat grafting for the treatment of radiation therapy complications characterized by pronounced tissue fibrosis
and atrophy. In a group of 20 patients, treatment with autologous fat injection resulted in clinical improvement even in cases classified as having irreversible tissue damage and loss of function.3
Since then, evidence of the positive clinical effects of fat grafting
for scar/fibrosis treatment has been confirmed by multiple clinical
observations.4–22 Klinger's group has used fat injections for the treatment
of different types of scars characterized by a pronounced fibrotic tissue
component.11 The authors paid specific attention to patients with hypertrophic and keloid scars resulting from burns. An injection of autologous
fat tissue to the dermohypodermal junction of the scar area in 2 sessions,
separated by 3 months, resulted in an improved scar texture, softness,
thickness, and elasticity.5 Similar results were observed by other authors using fat grafts for the treatment of postburn complications.10,13,22
Fat grafting for fibrotic treatment has also been used for scars
resulting from trauma,12,15,19 surgery,4,15–17,19 acne, and abscess formation.19 Specifically, fat transplants are effective in the functional and
aesthetic restoration of the face and body when they are used for the
treatment of scars causing functional problems such as ectropion,4
microstomia, lip eversion, nasal valve collapse, and joint contractures.15
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In addition, it corrects painful and retracted scars from tracheostomy,16
can be used to treat pain and restore sexual function in patients suffering
from perineal and vaginal scars as a result of childbirth/episiotomy,12
and can effectively prepare thoracic tissues for breast reconstruction after mastectomy by improving their quality and pliability and making
them more suitable for implant placement, tissue expanders, and/or
autologous tissue flaps.8,15 Fat grafting has also been used to treat
postmastectomy pain syndrome caused by scar tissue nerve compression.18 Autologous fat is also used for total reconstruction of the breast
after mastectomy and radiation therapy, where the tissue is characterized by severe fibrotic changes.14 The use of fat tissue to treat difficult
scars is enticing because the fat is readily available and easily accessible, and the procedure is minimally invasive and can be done under local anesthesia with a short downtime compared with some traditional
surgical methods for scar correction.
Another relatively new area of fat grafting use is in the treatment
of fibrotic diseases/processes that are traditionally considered to be an
area of interest for plastic surgeons. Fat injection, in conjunction with
percutaneous aponeurotomy, is effective for the treatment of Dupuytren
contracture, with restoration of a supple subcutaneous fat pad, a more
healthy appearance of the palmar skin, and, most importantly, a good
functional result in most patients.9 Good clinical outcomes are also found
for fat grafting in conjunction with secondary carpal tunnel release21 and
tenolysis,7 although relatively little evidence has been gathered in these
areas. Furthermore, treatment with autologous fat is being explored as
a method of alleviating dermal fibrotic changes in systemic sclerosis.20
Despite encouraging results, the diversity of uses, and the yet
expanding clinical knowledge of fat grafting applications for scar/
fibrosis treatment in plastic surgery, there still remains a huge gap in understanding the underlying mechanisms of the improved tissue quality
after fat grafting. Most researchers appreciate the fact that the positive
changes brought about by fat injections are not due to the volumetric effect of the injection itself, as the volume of the transplanted tissue is
usually quite small compared with the overall area of the treated defect.4
Moreover, the simple addition of a passive filler would not explain the
positive changes in the scar tissue texture, color, and elasticity, as described in the previously mentioned studies. Therefore, the encouraging
results have been linked rather to the presence of adipose-derived stem
cells (ADSCs) in the fat graft and to the ability of these cells to proliferate and differentiate into various cell lineages,5,13 as well as the secretion
of soluble factors by the ADSCs and their interactions with the inherent
tissue components of the scar.3,17,22 However, all of these considerations
are largely speculative to date, and fat grafting research has not yet provided a widely accepted explanation of the antifibrotic action of ADSCs.
Thus, the aim of this review is to identify the molecular/cellular
mechanisms underlying the antifibrotic effects of transplanted fat and/
or ADSCs as its component. This evidence will provide a better background for understanding the effect of fat grafting in the setting of difficult scars and fibrotic diseases.

Characterization of Scar/Fibrotic Tissue
The closure of wounds in postnatal life is achieved by wound contraction and the formation of scar tissue, which is characterized by a
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robust deposition of newly synthesized extracellular matrix (ECM).23
The wound-healing process is classically divided into 4 overlapping
phases of hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling.23–25
One of the central players in wound healing is the fibroblast. This type
of cell promotes healing and scar formation by secreting various paracrine factors and differentiating into myofibroblasts. These are highly
specialized contractile cells that are characterized by the expression of
α smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) and function to synthesize collagen
and other components of the provisional ECM, as well as bring the
wound edges together by contractile forces. After the scar maturation
is complete, the myofibroblasts normally undergo apoptosis. Some of
the important factors orchestrating wound healing via the secretion of
ECM components include interleukin 1β (IL-1β), IL-18, transforming growth factor β (TGF-β), epidermal growth factor, and fibroblast
growth factor (FGF).24
This normal process of wound healing is transient, with most
wounds taking no longer than 2 to 3 weeks to heal.26 However, certain
types of wounds, such as deep and deep partial-thickness burns, infected wounds, and wounds healing by secondary intention, are prone
to pathologic healing with the formation of hypertrophic scars (HTSs)
that are characterized by extensive fibrosis. It is thought that this fibrotic
process is due to the dysregulation of wound healing in either the proliferative or the remodeling phase.24,27 Normally, cytokine signaling in
wound healing is tightly regulated, whereas the dysregulation causes an
uncontrollable secretion of cytokines, leading to the continuous production of ECM components.24 The sustained release of various components
of the wound-healing cascade has been linked to hypertrophic scarring.
Specifically, the dysregulation of caspase 1, IL-1β, IL-18, IL-8, TGFβ1, stromal cell–derived factor 1, monocyte chemoattractant protein 1,
FAK (focal adhesion kinase), and Toll-like receptor 4 has all been implicated in the formation of pathologic scars.24,25
Morphologically, HTSs present as raised red scars that are confined to the borders of the original wound. Hypertrophic scars are characterized by pain and can be aesthetically disfiguring, especially when
they arise in exposed parts of the body. The histological features of
HTSs include a thickened epidermis with flattening of the rete ridges,23
an increased proliferation of keratinocytes,25 and an increased thickness
of the dermis with hypercellularity characterized by a large number of fibroblasts and myofibroblasts, hypervascularity, and abnormal collagen
organization.23,28 Collagen is highly abundant in pathologic scars28 and
is disorganized with thick fibers of irregular shapes25 that can form nodal
structures.23 An important feature of scar tissue is the absence of the basement membrane (BM) with a reduction in expression of collagen type
IV.25 The BM is more than just a passive ECM structure: it serves as a
communication interface between dermal fibroblasts and epidermal

keratinocytes and favors epidermal-dermal homeostasis25,29,30; therefore,
its disruption in certain types of wounds is thought to promote fibrosis.25
As discussed previously, other types of fibroproliferative conditions such as radiation-induced tissue fibrosis, Dupuytren disease, and
fibrotic changes to the skin in systemic scleroderma are also of interest
to plastic surgeons and show similar promising results with fat grafting
treatment. Even though the triggering events of these conditions are different from the previously described process of pathological wound
healing with HTS formation, the pathogenesis and histological features
of the resulting fibrosis have much in common. For instance, the development of Dupuytren disease is mediated by aggressive myofibroblasts
expressing highly contractile α-SMA, which are responsible for both an
excessive ECM deposition and tissue contraction.31 Radiation-induced
skin fibrosis is characterized macroscopically by skin discoloration and
loss of elasticity and microscopically by microvascular obliteration,
which is a consequence of external radiation, and dermal thickening.3,32

Changes in Fibrotic Tissue After Fat Grafting
Most authors refer to the histological changes observed in
scars after fat grafting as “regeneration” or a return to normal tissue
architecture.10,13 The treated area is characterized as a “reappearance”
of the papillary dermis13 with a reduction in dermoepidermal junction
flattening, a restoration of a normal ridge pattern, and epidermal crest
elongation.20 That being said, the dermal/skin thickness is actually
decreased with treatment.32–34 Fat grafting leads to a decrease in the
dermal collagen content32–36 with a looser and better organized pattern of the residual collagen fibers.13,37 However, Brongo et al10 report new collagen deposition in the context of tissue regeneration.
In addition, the expression of α-SMA seems to be decreased.37 Other
histological features after fat graft treatment of scarred tissue include
an increased number of elastic fibers in the dermis and a diminished
number of melanocytes and Langerhans cells.13 An injection of fat
somewhat normalizes the abnormal vascularization pattern of scar tissue by selectively increasing vascularity10,13,20,32,34 and normalizing
microvascular architecture.13,20

Possible Mechanisms of ADSC Antifibrotic Effect
To date, only a limited number of studies have focused on
the antifibrotic mechanisms of ADSCs in the setting of cutaneous/
subcutaneous scar treatment. This is partially due to the absence of an
established in vitro model for this pathologic process. In the present section, we summarize the molecular mechanisms of scar attenuation by
ADSCs that have been investigated, as well as propose other possible
mechanisms based on ADSC research in other clinical fields (Fig. 1).

FIGURE 1. Paracrine mechanisms of ADSC antifibrotic action: interactions with the TGF-beta1/Smad axis and its downstream matrix
remodeling and wound contracting consequences.
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Interactions With the TGF-β/Smad Axis
The TGF-β/Smad axis is one of the central players in the woundhealing cascade, and dysregulation of this pathway leads to pathological
patterns of healing, such as those seen in excessive scarring conditions.38,39
A decreased expression of TGF-β1 is recognized as an important consequence of ADSC administration for fibrosis treatment in multiple
studies.36,40–44 However, the interactions of ADSCs with members of the
TGF-β family seem to be far more complex than a simple 1-way inhibition.
Transforming growth factor β cytokines elicit their effects
through 2 types of transmembrane receptors, known as types I and II receptors (TβRI and TβRII). Stimulation of these receptors activates intracellular Smad transcription factors (Smad2 and Smad3), which
mediate phosphorylation with Smad4 allowing entry into the nucleus
and regulation of gene transcription.38,45 While the TGF-β superfamily
comprises more than 30 ligands, which have been shown to play diverse
roles in embryogenesis, tissue homeostasis, disease, and cancer
development,38,46–49 we are primarily interested in the TGF-β subfamily, which consists of 3 TGF-β isoforms: TGF-β1, TGF-β2, and TGFβ3. The 3 isoforms have specific and different effects during wound
healing. Adult tissues predominantly express TGF-β1, whereas TGFβ3 is the main isoform present prenatally.
During the wound-healing process, the latent form of TGF-β is
activated biphasically. The first portion of TGF-β1 is released from activated platelets within minutes after injury,50,51 whereas TGF-β2 and
TGF-β3 slowly rise over the first 24 hours after the insult.52 In the inflammatory stage of wound healing, TGF-β1 works to recruit neutrophils and
monocytes to the site of injury and directs monocytes into activated
macrophage differentiation.38,53 Interestingly, as inflammation subsides,
activated immune cells become susceptible to TGF-β1–dependent inhibition, thereby demonstrating the duality of the function of TGF-β1
and its temporal dependence.53 The second phase of TGF-β1 activation
occurs in the proliferative stage during re-epithelialization,52 when it orchestrates angiogenesis, promotes fibroblast-to-myofibroblast differentiation, increases the synthesis of provisional matrix components, and
stimulates keratinocyte migration. In addition to directly stimulating
collagen and fibronectin synthesis, TGF-β1 also inhibits the ECM
breakdown enzymes known as matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs),
and the increased expression of the opposing tissue inhibitors of metalloproteinase (TIMPs) is a well-recognized mechanism by which TGFβ1 favors ECM formation.38 The transition into the remodeling stage
of wound healing depends on establishing a pattern of the ongoing synthesis and degradation of collagen at a low rate and thus is largely affected
by TGF-β1 as a major regulator of MMP and TIMP expression, as well
as a promoter of collagen cross-linking.38,53 Elevated levels of TGF-β1
are a characteristic feature of HTSs.38 It seems that the continuous activation of TGF-β1/Smad signaling mediates the excessive production
of ECM with a lack of appropriate remodeling.39
The extensive role of TGF-β1 in HTS pathogenesis has logically
driven attention to developing a treatment that would affect the TGFβ1/Smad axis in order to achieve more favorable scarring outcomes.
While many pharmacological and genetic therapeutic options are being
tested, none of these have yet proven to be effective enough and approved for use as a criterion standard of HTS treatment.38 As discussed
previously, the first clinical results of autologous fat/ADSC use for fibrosis treatment are extremely promising, and lower levels of TGF-β1
in the scar tissue were confirmed after such treatments. In a study by
Spiekman et al,54 TGF-β1–treated human dermal fibroblasts exhibited
increased proliferation, gene up-regulation, protein expression of
the contractile marker SM22α, collagen gel contraction, extracellular
deposition of collagens I and III, and a hypertrophic morphology,
all of which were reduced by treatment with ADSC-conditioned medium (ADSC-CM). Furthermore, ADSC-CM promoted the expression of MMPs, namely, MMP-1, MMP-2, and MMP-14. Altogether,
ADSC-CM seemed to normalize not only HTS cell morphology,
but also the turnover of the ECM, making it resemble the normal
© 2018 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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remodeling process. The authors thus conclude that normalization of
the TGF-β1–induced hypertrophic features of dermal fibroblasts is
the primary mechanism underlying the positive scar resolution effects
seen with fat grafting.54
Another member of the TGF-β subfamily, TGF-β3, is the predominant isoform present in prenatal life, and it has been linked to scarless healing in the fetus, as well as a decreased scar formation without
the reduction in scar tensile strength in adult wound healing.38,51,55 It
is suggested that changing the TGF-β1/TGF-β3 ratio toward increasing
TGF-β3 in the wound milieu favors reduced scarring, and recombinant
TGF-β3 has been developed and used clinically for this purpose.55 An
increased expression of TGF-β3 with stem cell treatment was demonstrated using in vitro and in vivo models. Yun et al40 showed a transient
increase in TGF-β3 levels after ADSC injection in an HTS pig model.
However, TGF-β3 has not been the focus of research in the area of
ADSC-mediated fibrosis treatment to date, even though it has been studied in the context of the antifibrotic effects of bone marrow–derived stem
cells (BMSCs). Huang et al56 cocultured murine dermal fibroblasts with
BMSCs in an inflammatory environment and found that this led to an increased expression of TGF-β3 among other cytokines, which correlated
with a reduced proliferation of fibroblasts and decreased TGF-β1 and
collagen synthesis compared with an inflammatory stimulation of fibroblasts alone. Another study by Wu et al57 also demonstrated that BMSCconditioned medium contains high levels of TGF-β3 and that blocking
TGF-β3 activity in BMSC-conditioned medium cancels its antifibrotic
effects in human keloid fibroblasts.
When discussing the effects of ADSCs on TGF-β expression,
one has to take into consideration the fact that the communication is
bidirectional; for example, TGF-β cytokines can in turn impose their
own effects on ADSCs. The research results are somewhat confusing
as the direct stimulation of ADSCs with TGF-β1 seems to render
them with potentially fibrotic inducing features. According to Desai
et al,58 ADSCs treated with TGF-β1 acquire a “myofibroblast” phenotype, presenting as spread cells with robust focal adhesions and pronounced actin stress fibers. These cells show an increased expression
of α-SMA and Smad2 and an increased synthesis of collagen type I
and fibronectin. They also demonstrate the capacity to contract the
matrix in vitro. Thus, it seems that exposure of ADSCs to TGF-β1
leads to their differentiation into myofibroblast-like cells, which is putatively accomplished through the Smad2 signaling mechanism. The
simple removal of TGF-β1 from the surrounding environment surprisingly leads to an increase in α-SMA synthesis, which contributes to the intrinsic ability of myofibroblast-like cells to produce
α-SMA. This phenotype is, however, reversible because treatment of
“myofibroblasts” with basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) leads
to a decrease in cell hypertrophy, a decrease in α-SMA, and the loss
of Smad2 expression. The previously noted ability to contract the matrix is reduced while the cells seem to be more mobile (see Paracrine
Mechanisms for more details).58 Nevertheless, the potential myofibroblast differentiation of ADSCs influenced by TGF-β1 may present a concern in the context of ADSC-based scar/fibrosis treatment, as
the ongoing fibrotic process is characterized by high baseline levels of
TGF-β1 in the injection area.
Myofibroblast differentiation of ADSCs after treatment with
TGF-β1 in vitro was also shown in a study by Kakudo et al.59 In this
study, cells demonstrated the expression of intracellular actin stress fibers and α-SMA, the induction of collagen gel contraction, and an increased expression of collagen types I and II and fibronectin. The
motility of these “myofibroblasts,” however, was decreased compared
with baseline, which is contrary to the findings by Desai et al.58 In another study by Cho et al,60 human skin fibroblasts were treated with
conditioned medium from TGF-β1–stimulated ADSCs, which resulted
in increased fibroblast proliferation and migration and increased collagen I and MMP-1 expression. Both studies concluded that TGF-β1
stimulation is a potential tool for promoting wound healing with ADSC
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treatments, although neither of these studies investigated the potential
outcomes of such treatment in terms of scar formation. As findings
from these studies present features that are potentially beneficial for
normal wound healing with balanced scar formation (eg, the increased
motility of fibroblasts and differentiated ADSCs and the induction of
MMP-1 along with collagen synthesis), we speculate that ADSC injection can thus be beneficial in the setting of a healing wound that is at
high risk of developing HTSs by restoring the normal wound-healing
conditions and promoting faster healing that would lack a prolonged remodeling phase (see Normalization of the Wound-Healing Process for
more details). One way or another, the results of these studies are applicable to in vitro ADSC stimulation by TGF-β1, whereas these results
are not necessarily translatable in vivo, for example, in a situation when
ADSCs would be injected into fibrous tissue with high preexisting
levels of TGF-β1.

Paracrine Mechanisms
It is well known that ADSCs are capable of secreting a vast range
of soluble factors mediating their paracrine effects in enhancing wound
healing.39,61–63 The release of specific growth factors that promote a

timely and adequate tissue repair by ADSCs is likely due to the fact that
this release is itself triggered by adipose tissue trauma and is thus aimed
at the restoration of tissue integrity and homeostasis.64 Autologous fat
grafts used for injections in plastic surgery are obtained by liposuction,
which presents a severe traumatic insult to the fat tissue and thus initiates the wound-healing cascade in which inherent ADSCs seem to play
a key role. Our group studied the effects that mechanical stress poses upon
the cells of the lipoaspirate and found that it significantly up-regulates
multipotent and pluripotent markers of these cells, possibly increasing their regenerative capacity.65 It also has been shown that mechanical injury to human adipose tissue promotes the release of FGF-2
(also known as bFGF), TGF-β, epidermal growth factor, and plateletderived growth factor (PDGF) in the early postinjury period with a subsequent increase in vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and
hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) secretion toward the end of the first
week.66 However, as noted previously, it seems that not only do ADSCs
secrete growth factors, but they also serve as a target for their downstream effects. Suga et al64 precisely studied the effects of injuryassociated growth factors on ADSC behavior. They demonstrated that
treatment with bFGF promoted ADSC proliferation in a dose-dependent
manner and led to a dramatic increase in HGF secretion, with both

FIGURE 2. The main cellular and molecular effects of ADSC introduction into a fibrotic environment and their putative mechanisms.
Black background balloon - effects on ECM formation and wound contraction; white background balloon- wound healing
normalization effects; black shadow balloon - effects on components of the inflammatory cascade.
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effects being mediated through the c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) signaling pathway. An in vivo study further confirmed the presence of bFGF
in adipose interstitial tissue early after injury, with a subsequent decline
in bFGF levels and the concomitant rise in HGF.64 This pattern suggests
that trauma likely triggers bFGF release from tissue stores (such as
ECM or dying cells), rather than its production de novo by activated
ADSCs. A delayed increase in HGF concentration, preceded by a peak
in bFGF levels, supports the previous in vitro findings (HGF synthesis
by ADSCs is stimulated by bFGF). The role of the JNK signaling in
this pathway was confirmed by an inhibition assay.64 c-Jun N-terminal
kinase is a messenger that belongs to the mitogen-activated protein
kinase (MAPK) family of signaling molecules that play an important
role in wound healing.67–69 Furthermore, blocking JNK, bFGF, or
HGF signaling leads to increased fibrogenesis in an ischemiareperfusion tissue injury model, indicating that the bFGF-JNK-HGF
pathway is antifibrotic64 (Fig. 2).
The antifibrotic effects of both bFGF and HGF were reported in
various organs. Basic FGF is a well-known agent that favors wound
healing and reduces scarring.70–73 The mechanisms involved may include the induction of myofibroblast apoptosis73,74 through the Rho/
Rho kinase pathway,72 the inhibition of the TGF-β1/Smad–dependent
pathway73 with a resulting reduction in α-SMA expression,75 the regulation of collagen balance and degradation73,76 and overall ECM metabolism
presumably by increasing MMP-177 and decreasing TIMP-1 expression,73
and the modulation of macrophage activity.73 Pretreatment of ADSCs with
bFGF or a coinjection of ADSCs and bFGF is also a viable therapeutic option to reduce liver fibrosis,78,79 promote endothelial regeneration and angiogenesis in limb ischemia,80,81 and improve myocardial remodeling and
cardiac function after myocardial infarction.82 The stimulation of HGF release by ADSCs is also a well-known downstream effect of bFGF.73,79 In a
previously mentioned study by Desai et al,58 bFGF was capable of reversing the TGF-β1–induced myofibroblast phenotype of ADSCs in vitro,
presumably via the activation of the ERK (extracellular signal–regulated
kinase)/MAP kinase pathway. Importantly, the authors demonstrated that
simply blocking the TGF-β1 pathway does not reverse the myofibroblast
phenotype on its own, and the addition of bFGF is necessary for the cells
to redifferentiate.58
As for HGF, its antifibrotic effects are involved in the attenuation
of myocardial,83,84 pulmonary,85–89 hepatic,90,91 and renal92–97 fibrosis
and vocal cord scarring.98 Similar to bFGF, HGF attenuates fibrosis by
blocking TGF-β1–dependent matrix overproduction96,99 and fibroblastto-myofibroblast differentiation.95,100 It also induces myofibroblast apoptosis through the FAK-ERK-MMP signaling cascade and promotes
matrix remodeling by activating MMP-1, MMP-2, and MMP-9.96,101
Hepatocyte growth factor interferes with the TGF-β1/Smad–dependent
pathway by blocking the nuclear translocation93,95 and promoting the nuclear export of Smad.99 In a model of developing kidney fibrosis, HGF
gene treatment or exogenous HGF administration leads to a significant
decrease in a vast range of proinflammatory cytokines, including tumor
necrosis factor α (TNF-α), interferon γ, monocyte chemoattractant protein 1, and IL-12, and was shown to prevent monocyte/macrophage and
B-/T-cell infiltration.92,94,95 These anti-inflammatory effects of HGF are
accomplished through a reduction in nuclear factor κB activation,94,102
a pathway that plays a major role in regulating inflammatory responses
in mammalian cells.103 Hepatocyte growth factor also promotes the
recruitment of additional stem cells to the site of damage via the expression of stromal cell–derived factor 1.104 Quite in line with the previously mentioned study published by Suga et al,64 HGF expression is
triggered by tissue injury and the resulting proinflammatory environment.56,95 However, a chronic inflammatory milieu eventually decreases endogenous HGF production with a concomitant increase in
TGF-β1 levels, favoring fibrosis.95 Thus, exogenous HGF would be
necessary in the setting of chronic inflammation/fibrosis in order to disrupt the vicious TGF-β1 cycle. Suga and colleagues' findings are
© 2018 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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further supported by a study by Kumai et al,105 who demonstrated via
a coculture experiment that the HGF released by ADSCs inhibits collagen synthesis in scar fibroblasts.
Another paracrine factor secreted by ADSCs and potentially involved in their scar-resolving effects is the anti-inflammatory cytokine
IL-10.37 It plays a pivotal role in wound-healing regulation by secreting
anti-inflammatory compounds and controlling the recruitment and activation of inflammatory cells.28 Experiments show that IL-10 attenuates
lung fibrosis in vivo by inhibiting the production and activation of TGFβ1.106 Shi et al107 demonstrated that IL-10 significantly down-regulates
the expression of collagen types I and III and α-SMA and up-regulates
the expression of MMP-1 and MMP-8 in human fibroblasts pretreated
with TGF-β1. Moreover, the number of α-SMA–positive fibroblasts
decreased, and collagen lattice contracture was inhibited by IL-10 treatment. In vivo, the results were confirmed by better scar appearance and
less collagen accumulation in the IL-10–treated mouse wounds compared with the nontreated controls.107 In a follow-up study, the authors
revealed that IL-10 elicits its antifibrotic effects through the coactivation
of the AKT and STAT3 (signal transducer and activator of transcription
3) signaling pathways, and the crosstalk between these pathways blocks
the expression of profibrotic genes and the downstream synthesis of
ECM components.28
This is by far not a complete list of the growth factors/cytokines
secreted by ADSCs that potentially may play a role in their antifibrotic
actions. Overall, ADSCs modify the wound-healing environment108 and
seem to be protective for fibroblasts109 via the secretion of a multitude of
paracrine factors that act synergistically to achieve this effect.110,111 The
fibroblast is one of the most important cell types governing the tissue repair process. Fibroblasts play a crucial role in wound healing as they secrete components of both the provisional and definitive ECM, take part in
granulation tissue formation, and later differentiate into myofibroblasts,
which contract the wound and complete tissue remodeling in the final
stage of wound healing. Continuous activation of fibroblasts during
fibrogenesis leads to the emergence of dysfunctional cells with excessive
ECM formation and wound contraction, which are, however, unable
to complete the wound-healing process in a physiological and timely
fashion.39 It is suggested that one of the mechanisms of the ADSCs
antifibrotic effects is associated with the normalization of fibroblast
wound-healing functions.37,112 The positive effects of ADSCs on fibroblast function were demonstrated in multiple wound healing and antiaging
studies and include an enhancement of fibroblast proliferation,108–111,113
migration,110,111 and synthetic function108,110,113 with a concomitant acceleration of wound closure.110,114 One study demonstrated that earlier
wound closure and better scar quality were, however, associated with a
lower expression level of α-SMA, suggesting an inhibitory effect of
ADSCs on excessive wound contracture,114 which seems to fall in line
with the ADSCs' antifibrotic properties. In addition, ADSCs modulate
fibroblast synthetic function by increasing hyaluronic acid fibroblast
production.105,115 Hyaluronic acid, as one of the major components of
the ECM, is associated with scarless healing115 and is thus protective
in terms of HTS formation. In a setting of radiation-induced dermal
fibrosis, ADSCs seem to protect inherent dermal fibroblasts from radiation damage as evidenced by the preserved cell numbers and a low
negative effect of the external irradiation on dermal fibroblast proliferation in ADSC-fibroblast cocultures when compared with fibroblast
monocultures.116
The other pivotal cell type in the wound-healing process is
the keratinocyte, which is the primary cell responsible for reepithelialization. Crosstalk between fibroblasts and keratinocytes is
accomplished through the BM in addition to paracrine signaling
and is crucial for normal skin homeostasis and wound healing.25,117
Disruption of this normal crosstalk is thought to be involved in HTS
pathogenesis. For instance, it is suggested that a process known as
epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) plays an important role
here. This phenomenon was originally described as a crucial process
www.annalsplasticsurgery.com
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in early embryogenesis in which mesoderm forms from primitive epithelial cells. In adult epithelial tissue, EMT represents the loss of polarity and cell-to-cell adhesions with cytoskeletal rearrangements and a
gain of motility in mesenchymal cells.118 Yan et al119 performed a
histological and immunohistochemical analysis of healing human
skin wounds in the phase of re-epithelialization, which showed that
keratinocytes in the migrating epithelial tongues at the wound edges acquire mesenchymal markers (vimentin and fibroblast-specific protein
1), suggesting that a mechanism resembling EMT is involved in normal
epithelial cell migration and wound closure. However, the mesenchymal markers persisted in the epidermis of HTSs, along with a loss of
the epithelial marker E-cadherin, and the EMT-associated transcription
factors slug and twist-1 were up-regulated compared with normal skin.
In addition, cells in the basal layer of the epidermis seemed detached
from the BM, and the BM itself was discontinuous, allowing for penetration of EMT cells into the dermis. The resulting mesenchymal cells,
however, lack the properties of normal fibroblasts/myofibroblasts, for
instance, α-SMA expression. In cell culture experiments, the authors
have found that the EMT changes in keratinocytes were associated with
increased levels of TNF-α and TGF-β1, thus suggesting that prolonged
inflammation contributes to the ongoing process of EMT in scar epithelium, which in turn produces more dysfunctional fibrotic cells and overall may be one of the key factors in HTS pathogenesis.119 Similar to the
previously described situation with scar fibroblasts, ADSCs have demonstrated positive effects in terms of normalizing keratinocyte function
and promoting re-epithelialization.61,110,113 The positive ADSC effects
on keratinocyte proliferation and migration have been linked to the secretion of keratinocyte growth factor110,117 and PDGF117 by ADSCs.
Some authors also mention VEGF-mediated stimulation of angiogenesis as a potential antifibrotic mechanism of ADSC/mesenchymal
stem cell (MSC) therapies.37,112 The production of VEGF is a wellknown paracrine mechanism of ADSC treatment for various therapeutic
purposes.120–122 An increase in dermal vascularization is undoubtedly
one of the favorable effects of fat grafting/ADSC treatment in irradiated fibrotic skin.32,34 In a setting of developing HTSs, earlier vascularization plays a role in timely wound closure and normal scar
formation. However, one must keep in mind that excessive angiogenesis is a characteristic feature of pathological scarring,123 and therapies targeted on lowering VEGF levels in the wound bed have been
developed in order to attenuate HTSs.124 Bruno et al13 have, in fact,
observed decreased VEGF expression in scar tissue after fat grafting,
which correlated with an overall decrease in scar vascular density with
a selective improvement of the microvascular pattern at the level of
dermal papillae.

Antioxidant Effects of ADSCs
As a result of tissue injury, scar formation/fibrosis is associated
with hypoxic conditions in the affected site leading to the generation
of reactive oxygen species (ROS). Acute hypoxia is a characteristic feature of injured tissue and is due to the mechanical disruption of
microvessel integrity, as well as an increased demand for oxygen by inflammatory and mesenchymal cells migrating to the inflammation
site.125,126 Macrophages are the main source of ROS in the healing
wound, which are necessary for the elimination of microbial agents
from the wound site.126 Being an inherent feature of wound healing,
hypoxia also plays a role in the pathological patterns of tissue repair, including fibrosis. Fibrotic tissue is characterized by a low microvascular
density with decreased oxygen tension. As the result of chronic hypoxia, ROS have potent effects on TGF-β1/Smad activation and downstream collagen accumulation.127–129
Currently, a number of studies indicate that ADSCs pose potent
antioxidant properties. The protective role of ADSCs in a setting of kidney ischemia-reperfusion injury was confirmed in an animal model
and was linked to an up-regulation of antioxidant markers such as
6
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glutathione peroxidase (GPx), glutathione reductase, heme oxygenase, NAD(P)H quinone oxidoreductase, and endothelial nitric oxide
(NO) synthase, as well as a positive role in enhancing cell survival
in the setting of oxidative stress, as confirmed by a down-regulation
of the apoptotic marker caspase 3 and an up-regulation of the
antiapoptotic marker Bcl-2.130 In a model of acute lung injury in vitro
and in vivo, ADSCs attenuated the severity of the damage by inducing
endothelial NO synthase and increasing NO levels in pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells.131
Kim et al132 performed an extensive study of ADSC antioxidant
properties by analyzing ADSC-CM. An antioxidant assay revealed that
the antioxidant activity of ADSC-CM collected after 72 hours of 4 
105 ADSC culture in serum-free medium matched that of 100 μM
ascorbic acid. A proteomic analysis of ADSC-CM showed the presence
of a number of compounds with known antioxidant properties including
insulinlike growth factor, insulinlike growth factor–binding proteins,
pigment-epithelium–derived factor, placental growth factor, keratinocyte growth factor, PDGF, VEGF, FGF, HGF, latent transforming
growth factor β–binding proteins, IL-6, IL-8, and superoxide dismutase
(SOD). In a series of in vitro experiments, ADSC-CM demonstrated
protective effects on human dermal fibroblasts treated with tert-butyl
hydroperoxide. For instance, ADSC-CM preserved fibroblast morphology and viability and increased fibroblast survival in this oxidative
stress model. When used as a pretreatment regimen 24 hours before
the introduction of the oxidative stress, ADSC-CM significantly reduced the degree of apoptosis and activity level of caspase 3 in dermal fibroblasts subjected to tert-butyl hydroperoxide. Importantly,
ADSC-CM seemed to enhance SOD and GPx activity in fibroblasts.132
Both SOD and GPx are crucial compounds of the intracellular antioxidant defense mechanism, and their up-regulation may account for enhanced fibroblast survival with ADSC-CM treatment under conditions
of oxidative stress. Chae et al133 explored the antioxidant capacities of
protein extracts from ADSC-CM obtained from ADSC culture under
hypoxic conditions. The results demonstrated that protein extracts from
ADSC-CM exert a reducing power and are effective in scavenging hydrogen peroxide and inhibiting lipid peroxidation. Contrary to the findings by Kim et al,132 the expression of SOD in dermal fibroblasts
decreased with ADSC-CM protein extract treatment. The authors explained this finding by the high antioxidant activity of the ADSC paracrine secretions themselves, which leads to a pronounced reduction of
oxidative stress in the surrounding environment and thus makes the additional production of antioxidants by the affected fibroblasts unnecessary.133 Because MMP dysregulation is linked to tissue damage by
ROS,134 the activity and expression levels of MMPs and TIMPs in dermal fibroblasts were measured after ADSC-CM protein extract treatment. The effects of the ADSC-CM protein extracts on the expression
of MMP-1 and MMP-2 and TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 in dermal fibroblasts
were ambivalent, depending on the protein concentration and the presence of specific stimulants of MMP expression.133 Thus, we speculate
that ADSCs exhibit regulatory effects on matrix remodeling enzymes,
possibly through antioxidant mechanisms, with the net effect depending on the surrounding tissue milieu, and thus might play an important
role in orchestrating scar remodeling.

Normalization of the Wound-Healing Process: Direct
Differentiation of ADSCs Into Other Cell Types
A large part of ADSC research is currently devoted to the positive wound-healing effects of ADSCs and their potential therapeutic
use for healing of chronic wounds. Even though chronic nonhealing
wounds and HTSs seem to be on the opposite ends of the woundhealing pathology spectrum, the promotion of normal wound healing
could play a positive role in HTS prophylaxis, particularly in wounds
prone to prolonged inflammation, with possible resulting dysregulation
of the overall tissue regeneration process. However, even established
© 2018 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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scars and fibrosis can potentially benefit from the normalization of inherent cell functions by ADSCs, possibly via the same mechanisms that
play a role in the ADSC-mediated closure of chronic wounds.
While the paracrine effects of ADSCs on fibroblasts and
keratinocytes in terms of wound-healing normalization were discussed
earlier in this article, another possible mechanism of ADSC-mediated
normalization of the wound-healing process is the direct differentiation
of ADSCs into the various cell types necessary for successful and uncomplicated wound healing. Indeed, as observed in multiple experiments, ADSCs have the capacity to differentiate into fibroblasts and
keratinocytes.114,135–137 This mechanism, even though currently not
considered to be primary in the ADSC antifibrotic paradigm, nevertheless can certainly account for some of the positive changes observed in
fibrotic tissues after fat grafting. However, recent work suggests that
ADSC differentiation can also be the source of myofibroblasts that play
an ultimate role in fibrogenesis.58,59,138–140 In collaborative work with
our laboratory, Plikus et al141 demonstrated that mature α-SMA–
positive myofibroblasts in the wound bed under certain conditions
may redifferentiate into adipocytes. This process requires proximity to
a newly regenerated hair follicle, is mediated by the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), and includes activation of the Zfp423 embryonic
pathway.141 Contrary to a traditional view of the myofibroblast as a
mature terminal cell type, this finding suggests that ADSCs and
myofibroblasts in the wound bed may exist in a state of delicate balance,
while the introduction of a new external factor (lipoaspirate, new
ADSCs, or BMP) shifts the balance toward one of another cell lineage.

Immunomodulatory Effects
When discussing the crucial role of wound-healing normalization in combating dermal fibrosis, the picture would be incomplete
without touching on the importance of inflammation and immune effector cells in its pathogenesis. Prolonged inflammation with a persistence of immune cells in the wound bed and increased levels of
proinflammatory cytokines are directly connected to exaggerated
wound-healing responses and the formation of inappropriate scars. As
an example, the role of persisting TNF-α in promoting EMT as an important mechanism of wound-healing dysregulation in HTSs was
discussed in the previous section. Studies show that ADSCs are capable
of decreasing the inflammatory response in healing wounds.13,40,109,110
Carceller et al142 demonstrated the anti-inflammatory effect of
ADSCs in an in vivo mouse model. According to their work, both
ADSCs and ADSC-CM effectively suppressed the inflammatory response by down-regulating leukotriene B4 and other chemotactic
chemokines, which thus inhibited early leukocyte migration. The experiment also showed a significant reduction of important inflammatory
mediators such as IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α, and TNF-stimulated gene 6.
These effects were in part related to the inhibition of the nuclear factor
κB pathway.142
In the later stages of inflammation, ADSCs play an important
role in regulating macrophage function. Currently, 2 distinct macrophage phenotypes are recognized by scientists—the classic proinflammatory M1 and the alternatively activated anti-inflammatory M2
phenotype.143 The M1 phenotype is capable of producing high levels
of inflammatory cytokines and thus prolonging inflammation and potentially causing adverse outcomes on wound healing if overexpressed.
A number of studies confirmed the capacity of ADSCs to promote a phenotype switch in macrophages, which favors the anti-inflammatory M2
phenotype over the proinflammatory M1.143–145
Infiltration with antigen-presenting cells, mast cells, and T cells
is a characteristic feature of the later stages of HTS pathogenesis.146
Bruno et al13 observed a decrease in Langerhans cell density in scar tissue after fat injection. Yun et al40 linked the positive results of ADSC
scar treatment to a reduced number of mast cells in histological samples
from the treatment group. Mast cells are thought to have direct effects
on stimulating the proliferation of fibroblasts, their differentiation into
© 2018 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. All rights reserved.
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myofibroblasts, ECM synthesis, and excessive wound contraction.147
Furthermore, ADSCs possess strong immunosuppressive properties
by suppressing T-cell responses; for instance, their addition suppresses
mixed lymphocyte reactions.148,149 Adipose-derived stem cells secrete
paracrine factors with known negative effects on T-cell activation, such
as indoleamine 2,3 dioxygenase, prostaglandin E2, cyclooxygenase 2,
and TGF-β1.37,148–153
Thus, ADSCs cause potent modulatory effects on different elements of the wound-healing cascade during scar formation. They are
capable of suppressing inflammatory mediator secretion, promoting
anti-inflammatory macrophage functions, and reducing the numbers of
antigen-presenting and mast cells, as well as regulating T-cell responses.

The p53-Dependent Mechanism
When exploring the consequences of fat graft treatment on postburn scars, Bruno et al13 have noted that p53 expression was significantly reduced in the untreated samples with a concomitant increased
activity of p63. This finding was speculated to be an important feature
of HTS pathogenesis as the antiapoptotic gene p63 putatively produces
a sustained diffuse proliferative, differentiative, and regenerative activity. However, the ratio was revised after treatment, with an increase in
proapoptotic p53 activity predominantly in the basal layer of the epidermis.13 This finding was followed with a study by Liu et al,154 in which
the authors specifically explored the role of the p53 gene on the
antifibrotic effects of MSCs in an HTS rabbit ear model.
The tumor-suppressor gene p53 has been implicated in the pathogenesis of pathological scar formation including HTSs.155 Liu et al154
explored whether its expression is somehow linked to the positive
antifibrotic effects of MSC administration, by using both wild-type
and p53-knockdown MSCs for treatment of HTSs in a rabbit ear
model. Wild-type MSCs reduced unfavorable scarring, showing
less collagen deposition, reduced vascularity, and less TβRI and
α-SMA expression in the forming scar tissue, suggesting less
fibroblast-to-myofibroblast differentiation. However, p53-deficient
MSCs had little influence on the development of HTSs. Moreover,
MSCs with a p53 gene knockdown promoted the proliferation of fibroblasts by increasing NO production. These results suggest that p53 is
involved in the MSC-mediated antifibrotic effect by down-regulating
fibroblast-to-myofibroblast differentiation and inhibiting NO-mediated
fibroblast proliferation.154
While p53 activity and the normal p53/p63 ratio might be
disrupted in HTSs, the introduction of ADSCs with a normally functioning proapoptotic p53 gene seems to restore this ratio, which leads
to a decreased cell proliferation and scar reduction.

Inhibition of the p38/MAPK Signaling Pathway
Finally, a recently published study by Li et al156 unravels one
of the earlier unexplored molecular mechanisms involved in
ADSC-mediated suppression of fibrosis. The authors studied the role
of the p38/MAPK signaling pathway in this therapeutic setting,
as p38/MAPK is one of the molecular mechanisms involved in
fibrogenesis.157–159 Cultures of human scar fibroblasts, ex vivo–cultured
HTS tissues, and mouse excisional wounds were treated with
ADSC-CM. This treatment, as expected, decreased the expression of
collagen types I and II and α-SMA. It also resulted in a faster rate of
wound closure in the mice and a more organized collagen pattern with
thinner fibers in the scar tissue cultures. In addition, ADSC-CM downregulated the protein level of phospho-p38 in treated fibroblasts. Similar to these results, treatment of fibroblasts and forming scars with a
specific p38 inhibitor resulted in an obvious decline in the expression
of collagen types I and II and α-SMA, with a more organized arrangement of collagen fibers in the scar tissues. On the other hand, treatment
with anisomycin, a p38 agonist, up-regulated fibrotic proteins and resulted in a more random collagen distribution pattern. Overall, these
www.annalsplasticsurgery.com
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results demonstrate that switching the p38/MAPK signaling pathway
on and off had a pronounced impact on fibroblast synthetic function
and the collagen distribution pattern of forming and established scars.
Thus, the authors suggested that inhibition of the p38/MAPK signaling pathway is at least one of the underlying mechanisms of the
ADSC-mediated antiscarring effect.156

The Role of Direct Cell-to-Cell Communication
It is readily apparent from the findings noted previously that secreted factors seem to play a major role in ADSC-mediated scar resolution, with the mechanism of action primarily attributed to the paracrine
antifibrotic actions of the ADSCs. However, some publications suggest
that direct cell-to-cell contact of ADSCs with cells in the scar tissue
plays a potent role in fibrosis reduction. Zhang et al37 demonstrated reduced expression of α-SMA and collagen type I in scar biopsies after
intralesional injection of both ADSCs and ADSC-CM in a rabbit ear
HTS model, with absolute values of α-SMA and collagen type I mRNA
being lower in ADSC therapy versus ADSC-CM. The scar elevation index, an objective measurement of the degree of scar hypertrophy, was
also lower with the ADSC injection compared with the cell-free treatment, and a fluorescent tracking assay confirmed that a large number
of ADSCs were alive in the area 3 weeks after the cell injection. These
results suggest that ADSCs remain viable postinjection and that their increased therapeutic efficacy compared with ADSC-CM is possibly due
to the fact that not only paracrine mechanisms, but also direct cell-tocell interactions, play a role in ADSC-mediated antifibrotic actions.37
Another study by Verhoekx et al31 investigated the in vitro interactions of myofibroblasts from Dupuytren disease with ADSCs. When
added to Dupuytren myofibroblast monoculture, conditioned medium
from both indirect and direct ADSC-myofibroblast cocultures decreased myofibroblast proliferation and numbers. However, this decrease was significantly more evident with the conditioned medium
from the direct cocultures. This suggests that the release of paracrine
antifibrotic factors from the ADSCs is possibly up-regulated by a
cell-to-cell contact-dependent signaling mechanism; for example,
ADSC contact with myofibroblasts leads to the secretion of compounds
that in turn inhibit myofibroblast proliferation and reduce the recruitment of additional myofibroblasts.31

Future Directions
Although many mechanisms of action of ADSCs in the setting
of fibrosis have been discussed in this review, a comprehensive description of the ADSC antifibrotic mechanism is still lacking. Successful
treatment of HTSs and other fibrotic conditions with transplanted fat
or ADSCs is to date confined to anecdotal cases. A thorough understanding of the underlying antifibrotic mechanisms will help us develop
protocols for more successful treatments. For instance, we still do not
know if heterogenous fat grafting or homogenous ADSC administration
to healing wounds with a high risk of fibrosis development is as safe
and effective as an injection to established HTSs.39 The difference between developing and established HTSs in terms of the activity of
profibrotic and antifibrotic pathways and the way in which these may
be influenced by fat or ADSC injection has to be studied in greater detail. This way, we can get a better understanding of how fat grafts or
ADSCs can be introduced to developing scars in a more timely fashion
in order to get the best clinical results. The enrichment of the transplanted fat graft with certain paracrine factors with known antifibrotic
activity (eg, TGF-β3, BMP, HGF, bFGF, etc) may be another avenue
for further research and clinical trials. The fact that transformation or
dedifferentiation of myofibroblasts to adipocytes may take place under
the influence of MSCs and BMP/Zfp423 mediation presents a real possibility of a fat-based therapeutic being used in established scars.141
This is an exciting new avenue for exploration and one that our laboratory is actively pursuing.
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CONCLUSIONS
The encouraging results of fat grafting introduced into exaggerated scars and sites of dermal fibrosis seem to be mediated by a variety
of molecular mechanisms. Adipose-derived stem cells in the transplanted fat tissue secrete multiple paracrine factors, which pose potent
anti-inflammatory, immunomodulatory, antioxidant, and antifibrotic
effects. Normalization of fibroblast and keratinocyte function and direct differentiation of ADSCs to various cell types necessary for normal wound healing also play an important role. Further studies are
needed to provide a deeper understanding of the difference between
established and developing HTSs in terms of their treatment with
ADSCs/fat injections.
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